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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO0142574A2] The invention relates to a shaft building comprising a monolithically-shaped shaft lower part, whereupon one or more
shaft pipes and/or shaft rings and a cone can be placed depending on the embodiment involved. Channels for different media lines designed for
liquid and gas-phase media, for energy or for information are preferably located on the outer wall or in the wall of the shaft ring or shaft pipe or in
the shaft lower part. One shaft ring or pipe can have one or more channels for media lines. Said channels pertaining to the individual media lines
are preferably aligned above each other, thereby providing the smallest possible nominal width of the shaft building which does not impair the
accessibility of the shaft and represents an economically feasible solution. The decisive advantage of the innovative shaft building is that different
media are integrated into lines in a single shaft building. Costs associated with inspection and maintenance are significantly reduced. When new
lines are constructed or lines are serviced through which different media have been previously transported separately, costs associated with the
construction of other shaft buildings are saved.
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